CHRIS SPIVEY written by SHARON ZAKI
Chris Spivey. This guy is pure genius. He has me laughing my pants
off with his effing and blinding. He's a great entertainer. But sadly, that's
all he is. Heroic resister of the NWO he's most certainly not.
The following is in response to my 11/3/13 email that I sent to a number
of people [which didn’t include those already widely exposed as shills] in
the 'alternative media' which states, “I have come to realise how
dangerous the 'controlled opposition' are to Truth as they are so
successful at thwarting the efforts of genuine NWO warriors. Shills and
fake 'victims' are insidious creatures and more dangerous than a corrupt
establishment. Please
see http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php for more.
I believe the Hollie Greig story holds the key to revealing many shills
currently prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show me where
on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the HG story is a
hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do to expose the
shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you intend to do your level
best to find out and expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story
and why.”
After my 3rd email to him he replied. The email exchange which
followed is published further down this pdf. He too is too timid or too
shilly [I think it's both] to take on the HDJ gang. He wouldn't even give
me his opinion of whether or not he thinks the HG story stands up. He
says the HG affair is "old hat", so he must already be well versed in the
story, despite trying to tell me otherwise. [It became evident that
he is familiar with it and that he does support it because in his August
10th post he quotes from a piece written by Robert Green whom he
describes as an 'investigator', and obviously holds in high regard... We'd
do well to question what other lies Chris Spivey peddles.] Neither is this
bravefart brave enough to confront the shills. [He doesn't
even mention Sabine and Belinda Shill, let alone indicate that he intends
to do his own research into whether or not he agrees with me.] When I
asked him to name the people he thinks are shills, he remains
schtum! He, like all the rest of the so-called NWO rebels, will happily
and confidently attack the 'untouchables' of society - the Royals, the Fat
Cats, the Politicians and other 'high ups', but he won't grass up those
closer to home i.e. those who he knows he could bring down. Hence

why the Hollie story is out of bounds to the people masquerading as
truthers. Too risky. There is an understanding between these 'Truthers'.
They all have each other's backs. If one falls, they all do; they know it
too. They have to work together to prevent the first domino
falling. [Norman Scarth first alerted me to the tactic of targeting the big
shill fish, rather than the attainable ones, and he, just like Spivey,
encouraged me to do the same!] These diversionary tactics are such
common cointelpro weapons. Spiv says his precious time is spent
"trying to keep up with those public figures trying to bring about our
downfall." My precious time is spent trying to keep up with enemy
agents like him! [Brian Gerrish talks about "exposing the high level
abuse rings in the Scottish establishment" and he says "Expose
the paedophiles at high level and we are well on the way to exposing
and destroying the NWO" and "We are getting steadily closer to the
scale of this {stolen children and child abuse} and those really
responsible".]
Once again, Hollie Greig has uncovered a most uncomfortable truth Spiv and all his 'truther' buddies have no desire to see a resolution, and
so no desire to see 22 wrongly accused people of paedophilia, and 7
wrongly labelled as child abuse victims, vindicated. Neither does Spivey
or his cohorts care about the bringing to justice of the HDJ scammers;
and none of them give a toss about trying to restore credibility within the
‘A/M’ ‘T/M’. They don't care that there could be numerous other fake
'victim' stories, and the people connected wanting our money, sympathy
and our time. Neither do they give a damn that there will be
another massive deception hitting the ‘T/M’ merry-go-round, if the HG
farce is not dealt with. Not one of this lot care because they are being
paid not to care. They are all soulless, dishonest, immoral,
evil cowards. And all of these seemingly 'heroic' high profile so-called
'Truthers' are too egotistical to notice that they are viewed with nothing
but contempt and derision now.
These self-absorbed arrogant fools are so full of themselves, their site
popularity is more important than truth telling. [Sabine was keen to tell
us that her site was on course to hit 200,000 views. Spiv himself has got
impressive rankings. In an email to his MP he states, "Indeed, you may
even be familiar with my website. However, should this not be the case,
and purely for information purposes you may be interested to know that
my site is currently averaging 15,000 – 25,000 views a day, every day
and rising. No small number, as I am sure you will agree. Furthermore,
according to www.alexa.com my site is ranked at 10,217 in the UK, and
206,370 in the world. To put that in perspective, your

website www.jamesduddridge.com does not qualify for a UK ranking and
you have a world ranking of 13,325,024 – some 13 million plus places
below mine."]
Finally, Spivey has connections with the Sovereign Independent [as
an ex writer.] They are closely connected to the UK Column. He is
friends with the well known freemason shill David Icke, and he thinks
highly of Ian Josephs and Bill Maloney. Check out the others he links to,
and the people they link to!!! In Spiv's posts are links a plenty to UK
Column, Alex Jones, Before it's News ... You can tell a lot about
someone just by their links. Incidentally I wrote to the Sovereign Ind but
didn't get a reply. I did get a mail from Spiv's 'Outlaw' pal 'Jimmy
Jones' [Royden James Jones] though. I sent him a reply, however,
instead of responding to any of my questions or suggestions, I got a
reply from him months later, on the 8th September '13, which prompted
an exchange of emails which you can read in my ‘JIMMY JONES’ pdf.
By his companions we shall know him ...
People PLEASE, do NOT donate your hard earned cash to these scam
artists. Expose them instead.
Please note, Spiv gave me a mention in his 20th October 2013 'Dying of
thirst' post on his site. I know this because I used to receive daily
notifications of his latest postings, as I like to cast an eye, time
permitting, to see the direction he's going in. A few days later when I
was updating my 'War on Shills' with a reply, I found that the link sent me
to an ‘error’ message. I then found his forum offline due to some 'tech
problem', and him bleating about some "sophisticated, government
generated attack", and that it'll cost too much to keep his site online, and
he needs a "tech wizard", and blah, blah, blah ... What a load of old
baloney. It scares the hell out of me that people believe this BS. Then
again it would not surprise me if a large proportion of commenters on his
posts are his lapdogs. Funny how others can keep their sites online and
at a fraction of the costs he's talking about. My own website host Dave
tells me that you can get unlimited bandwidth for around a third of the
price he's quoting.
As for Spiv calling me a 'wannabe', that's just more proof [if it were
needed] that he regards all this 'truthing' as a game, and a profitable one
at that. Wannabe what??? A celebrity truther? There is no such thing.
There are genuine truth tellers, who, along with their families, suffer a
living hell for speaking 'dangerous' truth and there are pretend truthers controlled opposition agents. The ones in the first category who are

getting noticed and therefore becoming 'problematic' eventually end up
dead or 'disappeared'. The ones in the second category live comfortable
lives under Masonic protection. As for his comment that I "never will be
for comment", what does that mean? He's never asked me to
comment! Best of all is him saying: "At this point, just so as to avoid any
confusion amongst you, as well as avoiding giving unnecessary hardons and wide-ons to the self appointed, ‘Deputies of the Alternative
Media’ – Media Authentication Department (DAM-MAD)....This surprise
discovery leaves DAM-MAD with no alternative other than to place the
popular AM Journalist onto the Disinformation Register for wide spread
circulation amongst the true heroes struggling to report the truth." Well
by definition aren't all of us 'truthers' 'self-appointed'? The
nincompoop has accidentally revealed that he is not an independent
researcher, but is in fact appointed by and working for a secret boss.
Chris Spivey's not so smart after all; despite his high IQ.
Did Spivey soil his pants and do a runner? His site went offline on 27th
Oct. It seems to me that the nonsense he posted on the 26th was a
precursor for this, which appears to be a damage limitation exercise.
Perhaps agent Spiv's handlers feared he was on the verge of exposing
himself, and decided that the best course of action was to close him
down temporarily to regroup. Just saying.
If you need more confirmation about who’s side Spiv is really on, you
might like to read an mail exchange [which is published below] entitled
‘Spivey the sellout’ I had with Riaz Natha, who comments under the
name 'WaxOnWaxOff' on Spiv’s 14th Feb ’14 ‘RG arrested’ post.
On Spiv’s 15th Feb post, in support of his pal Robert Green, whom he
describes as a “model of respectability” [excuse me while I just throw up
again] he talks about theft of Green’s personal belongings, such as
computers and mobile phone by the police: “The seizures denied Robert
material for his defence and evidence to support his accusations of a
cover-up. It now appears that the authorities are again desperate to find
sufficient ‘evidence’ to silence Robert in his campaign to expose child
abuse.” PIFFLE. In just that one quote of Spiv’s is a massive bag of
BS. All genuine whistleblowers store their important stuff in a secret
safe location away from home and they have copies of everything stored
with trusted friends. The Green Plant and his bud Spivey – a whopping
pair of tricky dickies if ever there were.
Look, RG was arrested LEGALLY for breach of a Non Molestation
Order. In other words RG is being told to stop harassing and spreading

lies about Elish Angiolini. For heaven’s sakes folks Green and gang are
paid big bucks, courtesy of you and me the dutiful taxpayer to play
act. Rusty is also an actor. According to Spiv he is facing “bumped up
charges relating to allegations made linking Elish Angiolini to the Hollie
Greig scandal cover up.” Argghhh! The ‘Hollie’s army’ rat pack are out
in force spreading their evil lies that this is all part of the cover up. This
foul gang need to be stopped, and now. Be very scared. What is at
stake here is our freedom of speech. The ruling elite have control over
everything – except the internet. But it won’t be long before they have
control over that too. When that happens, it’s game over. We’re all
doomed. Folks, please understand these agents are happily getting
themselves imprisoned to make themselves look genuine. It is all part
of the game. Remember their job is to fool us, and confuse us. These
egotists don’t suffer any hardship in prison; they’re treated as
heroes. And they’re lapping it up and loving it. It's all theatre. Shills are
good actors. Just like politicians. Open your eyes and see them for
what they are: snivelling, serpentlike, vile, cancerous, verminous,
treacherous creatures. All of whom have sold their souls to Satan.
As for Spivey’s ‘illegal arrest’ on 30th July 2014, this is just an
attempt by TPTB to convince Joe Public that the hapless Spiv is the real
deal. My take on it is here
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/Spiveys_arrest_30th_July_2014.pdf
See the reaction to the video of Tom Cahill's narration of Spivey's
"arrest" debunkathon in the comments section. You can also read
them
here http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/THE_COMMENTS_W
HICH_WERE_UNDER_TOM_CAHILLS_VIDEO_RE_MY_SPIV_IL
LEGAL_ARREST_DEBUNKATHON_-_SEPT_2014.pdf See also
Tom's video, and the comments underneath re Spiv's second 'illegal'
arrest [6th October 2014]. You also can read the comments that I
made under his second Spivey ‘illegal’ arrest video here
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/THE_COMMENTS_UNDE
RNEATH_TOM_CAHILLS_VIDEO_ON_SPIVS_SECOND_ILLEG
AL_ARREST.pdf For an update on the Spivey ‘illegal’ arrests saga
[psy-op] see my ‘UPDATE ON SPIVEY’S ‘ILLEGAL’ ARRESTS JULY
2015 – NOVEMBER 2015’ pdf. Please also read my ‘Digging into
Jimmy’s socks’ pdf and my ‘Email to JJ’ re his socks pdf. I sent that
email at around 10pm on 1/12/15. 3 hours later he replied! Why should
I be surprised at such a speedy response; it's a typical shill trait. You

can read that correspondence in my ‘JIMMY JONES’ pdf. It
is confirmation that 'Jane' is his sock and that he should remain in the
hall of shame.
Let’s just remind ourselves we are at war, whether we want to be or
not. The war being waged is an information war. The people we're
dealing with are merciless, conscienceless, destructive scum. This
is not a mere game, nor an online hobby, nor a form of titilating
'alternative' gossipy entertainment. It is not for the faint-hearted or
the naive; it is a deadly serious assault on powerful,
wealthy figures. They will go to any lengths, stoop to any depths, to
protect themselves. And they have an unconscionable amount of
unconscionable stooges doing their bidding. The internet affords great
freedom of speech, but also gives a wider scope to those who wish to
suppress it, manipulate and discredit information presented and those
who present it. This sort of activity has long been the preserve of the
security services and their deniable, out-sourced private agencies; all of
which are now completely controlled by freemasonry. Genuine
researchers and presenters of ‘dangerous’ truth need to be on constant
guard for personal attacks, threats, disruption through sophisticated
trolling techniques such as 'snowing' and 'intoxication', and to be aware
that all their communications can and will be monitored by the Masonic
controllers.
The following is an exchange of emails I had with Spivey in March 2013:
Hi Chris,
The following is the email I sent you on 21st January 2013:"Love your site and have commented a couple of times. I recall
you wrote an article recently re gun control - Alex Jones v Piers
Morgan, and that triggered a discussion on whether or not AJ is a Shill.
Are you aware of Digger's
site? http://diggerfortruth.wordpress.com/shills/ Might be helpful.
Might also be a good idea if you covered the topic of the
'controlled opposition' sometime [I know you're busy, but just a
thought...] I've just asked Sabine on V/U to also raise this issue
http://victims-unite.net/2013/01/14/white-collar-crimes-an-evidencebased-definition/#comments [scroll down to the last few posts.]"
This is the email I sent you on 11th March 2013:-

"I have come to realise how dangerous the 'controlled opposition' are to
Truth as they are so successful at thwarting the efforts of genuine NWO
warriors. Shills and fake 'victims' are insidious creatures and more
dangerous than a corrupt establishment. Please
see http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php for more.
I believe the Hollie Greig story holds the key to revealing many shills
currently prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
I am aware that many people in the 'alternative media' believed the HG
story, based on the fact that Robert Green is so convincing and so
believable when he said he had evidence to back the story up. However
all that has changed now and there is a great deal of controversy [as I'm
sure you are aware] that needs to be addressed, if the so-called 'truth
Movement' or 'alternative media' is to retain any credibility.
Would you agree with me that someone from the HDJ group must now
produce evidence that Hollie did/can name her 22 alleged abusers and
their addresses and professions? [The easiest way would be to publish
the transcripts of Hollie's interviews by the police.] 22 innocent people
have been accused of paedophilia and it is down to people like you and
me now to help clear their names and help them get justice. The real
perpetrators need to be brought to book for their part in the HG scam.
Would you also agree that anyone who is serious about trying to stop
the NWO will do everything possible to expose the shills/fake 'victims'?
If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show me where
on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the HG story is a
hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do to expose the
shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you intend to do your level
best to find out and expose who is really behind the Hollie Greig story
and why."
You did not respond to either email. Please respond now. Please have
a good read
of http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Why_the_HG_story_may_hold_the_key_t
o_revealing_the_shills..php and help expose the Hollie hoax. If sincere
'Truthers' are to salvage any credibility the 'Truth Movement' may have
left, it is crucial that the Truth surrounding the Hollie Greig story sees the
light of day.
Are you not curious as to why this story was accepted as fact and
promoted so widely by so many people in the 'alternative media' in UK

and internationally? Are you not concerned that there could be a bigger
picture to the Hollie story that needs to be explored if we 'Truthers' have
any hope of trying to stop the NWO?
Please read my 'War on Shills' and especially the section re Sabine
McNeill and Belinda McKenzie. Will you help me expose these shills?
See also http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/latest-news.html re
Sabine and Tony Farrell.
Everyone needs to decide who's side they're on. There is no half way
house. Apathy is a wonderful weapon for the ruling elite.
With thanks,
Sincerely,
Sharon Zaki

Hi Sharon,
I don't know what your beef is with Robert Green and to be honest, I am
not that interested. Neither do I know if he is a 'shill' or not. Once again, I
am not that interested. In fact Robert Green and the HG story are very
old hat. To give you some idea, your site is twice as popular as his.
I also know that Operation Yewtree is a farce and I wouldn't believe a
word that comes out of the officers in charge mouths.
Therefore, if you want to devote your time to exposing RG as a shill, I
have no problem with that although personally, I believe there are many
more shills in the alternative media who are getting far more attention
than RG is. Would you not be better off trying to expose them?
For my part, I have precious enough time as it is just trying to keep up
with those public figures trying to bring about our downfall, with non to
spare investigating people who may or may not be 'shills'.
I have to say however, you do nothing to further your course by
saying: If you are not a shill, please will you respond asap and show
me where on your site you are now publicly declaring that the the
HG story is a hoax. Please also let me know what you intend to do
to expose the shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not you

intend to do your level best to find out and expose who
is really behind the Hollie Greig story and why."
As I say, I have much bigger fish to fry. I suggest you do the same.
Regards,
Chris.

Thank you for your reply Chris.
My 'beef' is with liars and deceivers, fakes, pretenders ... shill types ...
especially those people who pose as truthers, but who are the total
opposite of. RG is but one of these.
You ask if I'm "better off trying to expose the many more shills in the
a/m". That is exactly what I am doing; RG is only one of the targets. As
said, I believe the HG story will expose many shills. I think it is down to
us sincere 'Truthers' to expose the traitors in our midst if truth is to see
the light of day; otherwise we haven't got a hope in hell of stopping the
NWO. You say you believe there are many more shills who are getting
more attention; can I ask you to name the people who you think are
shills?
You criticise me for saying, "If you are not a shill, please will you respond
asap and show me where on your site you are now publicly declaring
that the the HG story is a hoax. Please also let me know what you
intend to do to expose the shills/fake 'victims' and also whether or not
you intend to do your level best to find out and expose who
is really behind the Hollie Greig story and why." I'll agree with you; that
probably was a bit abrupt. But it is a reflection of my frustration at the
realisation that our so-called 'Truth Movement' appears to consist of a
never-ending stream of shills and fakes. I'm having difficulty finding
people who are genuine, independent and truthful.
I know you are busy frying your big fish, but please can you spare some
time just focussing on the HG scam. For the sake of the 22 people
wrongly accused of paedophilia, for the seven wrongly labelled child
abuse victims and for poor exploited Hollie herself, all I ask of you is to
write an article [in the brilliant and hard hitting way that only you know
how] that will expose this story as being a complete fabrication. This will
go some way to addressing a grave injustice and will give you some

kudos. It will also help restore some of the rapidly diminishing credibility
the A/M has left.
If this fake story can gain such momentum and be publicised so widely
within the A/M, we have to ask how many other stories are fake? And
what's to stop the next baseless 'victim' story cropping up? Genuine
victims of Establishment corruption, such as myself, do not want/need
fabricated stories such as the HG one being publicised so widely, with
the net result of a mudddying of the waters. I was fuming when I found
out it was a hoax and I'm surprised more people are not demanding
answers.
I have to say I am surprised that you [and you are by no means alone in
this] are not at all curious as to why this story was [and still is by some
prominent 'Truthers'] presented as fact and promoted widely throughout
the UK and worldwide. Does this not disturb you?
If you are still undecided as to whether or not this story is true, please
take a look at the links on this page:
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Why_the_HG_story_may_hold_the_key_to_reve
aling_the_shills..php
For your convenience I'll also list some of the facts [below] that prove it
is false.
Or you could even interview the 'Hoax' team yourself if you need further
proof. I'm sure you agree that it is only right and proper that they get
their chance to set the record straight.
I don't know how you can say the story is "old hat" because it is very
much alive and causing controversy and it needs a resolution. If we
'Truthers' do not help in this regard, who will? Yes, it's important to
focus on the big fish, but when we become aware of a massive
deception such as the Hollie Greig story, we need to deal with that too.
And we also need to deal with the people responsible for the scam.
Thank you for your help,
Sharon.

Hi Sharon,

As on all things I keep an open mind. . To be honest I do not know if you
are someone with an axe to grind against RG, related to those accused
or are genuinely someone out to right some wrongs.
I don't know because I simply haven't looked into the matter because as
I say, the HG story is old hat and I am extremely busy with other matters.
Anything that I put my name to as being written by myself, you
can guarantee is the result of hours upon hours of intense research.
For this reason, for me to write a piece on the basis that you are
proposing would take me up to 2 months. You say "Ah yes" righting this
wrong - if indeed there is a wrong to right - will give me Kudos. But
kudos doesn't come into it, that is unimportant to me. I could give you a
long list of wrong doings and people falsely accused of things all wanting
my help and for that reason, I have to prioritise.
Even if I did spend that kind of time and effort writing the story, it would
achieve very little apart from exposing RG as a fake - which nobody
gives a fuck at the moment if he is or isn't.
With that in mind, given the lack of interest in the HG story, it is way
down on my list of priorities. Obviously, should RG suddenly push the
story into the public domain again, that priority would change.
What I will do, when I get a spare ten or fifteen minutes is take a quick
scan of what you have sent me. If I think you have something, I will add
it to my 'to do' list, but as I say, unless RG becomes active again, there
are many, much more important issues for me to address on the said to
do list.
Alternatively, simply because I admire your persistence, I can see if the
Real Jimmy Jones is interested in the story, if you like. This kind of
thing is much more within the realms of what he does.
Chris x

Hi Chris,
Thanks for your swift reply.

I appreciate you're busy, but can't you see this case should be high
priority. An intelligent guy like yourself should be able to smell a rat just
by taking a look at the few facts I listed for you in my last email.
Read again my last email: "I don't know how you can say the story is
"old hat" because it is very much alive and causing controversy and it
needs a resolution. If we 'Truthers' do not help in this regard, who will?
Yes, it's important to focus on the big fish, but when we become aware
of a massive deception such as the Hollie Greig story, we need to deal
with that too. And we also need to deal with the people responsible for
the scam."
As for your comment "it would achieve very little apart from exposing RG
as a fake - which nobody gives a fuck at the moment if he is or isn't"
words fail me. As said, there are a hell of a lot more fakes in connection
with the HG story than just RG. He and his HDJ pals and the
gatekeeper 'truthers' who are supporting this story are causing pain and
suffering to a lot of innocent people. How would you feel if your name
was being bandied about as being one of those 22 accused of being a
dirty paedo ... and nobody gave a fuck about that?
Also, read again: "If this fake story can gain such momentum and be
publicised so widely within the A/M, we have to ask how many other
stories are fake? And what's to stop the next baseless 'victim' story
cropping up?"
As said, this is about credibilty, not axes - "It will also help restore some
of the rapidly diminishing credibility the A/M has left" and "I think it is
down to us sincere 'Truthers' to expose the traitors in our midst if truth is
to see the light of day; otherwise we haven't got a hope in hell of
stopping the NWO."
Talking of traitors, please answer my previous question - please name
the people who you think are shills. Talking of the NWO, please
understand that anyone [especially a so-called 'Truther'] who turns a
blind eye to injustice, is assisting in the death, destruction and misery
that is the NWO agenda. How are you going to look your daughter and
your grandchild [I think I read somewhere that she is pregnant] in the
eye when they ask you why you helped enslave them.
Finally, do you have an imaginary friend called Jimmy Jones? Please
don't take the piss Chris. This is no laughing matter and if you were
worth your salt you wouldn't need someone like me pestering you to do
the right thing and expose this damn scam.

Please sleep on it.
Sharon.
The following is an exchange of emails I had with Riaz Natha in
February 2014
Hello and good evening! I've had a bit of a rude awakening today.
Drudgingly, I decided to comment for the first time ever on a forum, in
this case Chris Spivey. Today's post was related to Robert Green, and
so I was compelled to provide my take on the charade that is the HG
campaign. Referring to the reply section, you'll note I am
'WaxOnWaxOff'. I soon gathered there was an onslaught against me.
However the terminology and my inner sense dictated all the replies
were from the same person, Spivey himself, masquerading as others.
What a prick he is, mind the language, something I've picked up
inadvertently from his daily writings. Which to date I had no qualms with.
But you make complete sense, he seems the British Alex Jones, riling
emotions to the point of despair. Very disappointed as I fell for the ruse
of him being a good guy and felt duped at first. I will also not comment
on forums as it's not a nice feeling being in connection in any way,
shape or form with an utter sellout. Your site is a godsend, and real truth
is felt. I sent a link to your site on his forum initially which he didn't
display, yet kept responding as other people. Strange as much of his
exposes I concur with on an evidential scale. I suppose it's a way of
leading the sheep to the abattoir. Anyway, thank you for allowing me to
vent, because today was not good for my faith in folk, however you're
existence and work allows me to redress the balance. Love and peace!
Riaz Natha

Thank goodness for alert folk like you Riaz. People like you restore my
faith in humanity too. Bless you.
Other people have pointed out [on his own site] that Spiv is behind some
of the pseudonyms; of course the lying Spiv denies it. Anyone who is a
critic of the HG story is blocked by him and on all the other known shill
sites. That 'Ally' is a regular commentator on the HDJ/Robert Green
blogs. 'Rusty' needs looking into; he's almost certainly an agent. There
are so many of these truly evil barstewards ... Wish I had the time to
really up the war.

The good news is that the shills are doing a good job partially awakening
Joe Public; the half awake folk will progress to sites like mine naturally
when they are ready to seek the full truth.
Love to you and yours.
Keep spreading the truth. It is slowly seeping out. The full awakening
will come.
Sharon.
P.S If you haven't already done so, take a look at the Nigel Cooper BS
story. Echoes of the Hollie Greig story ...

Thank you so much for your kind reply. I comprehend through your
writings that you're very dubious of prompt responses, however don't
fret, I simply have the eager bug knowing I've got under Spy-veys' skin.
Today's daily is another Green header and the crux of the initial bile
being directed towards the hoax crew. He really wants me to respond
further to my detailed deleted replies. It was then that he was left high
and dry and resorted to covering up his tracks by modifying and editing.
To be quite honest, if he/they were verbally amicable, I wouldn't be the
wiser in relation to him shilling. He really is an amateur and his attitude is
his downfall. I'm certain though his attitude is required, as it tends to
change perceptions via negative charging of the emotions. A sound ploy
if you're a minion of the hellbound. It doesn't work though on folk who
operate from the natural vantage point of love. It simply doesn't. It's a
divine self protective mechanism. Their sites are only hoovers of the
damned, as anyone who unquestioningly believes the drivel does it out
of choice as it will accentuate their status quo for whatever rhyme or
reason. Maybe I'm being harsh on those who fall foul as prey, however I
have took many experiences of folk choosing untruths purposefully even
when presented with mountains of irrefutable evidence. What a sad, sad
existence however for those who sell the manure though. I've always felt
the heroine dealer requires more underlying psychological assistance
than the heroine abuser. Someone must explain to Spy-vey he doesn't
have anymore hair to lose. One of my deletions yesterday was a link to
your site. That is also why he's furious. Today's reply section shows my
previous 'ex partners', a link to sheep breeds 101! Wales connection!
I've also scanned through your work on the Cooper case. I contend that
the cretins are desperate beyond belief. This issue is even worse than

the HG case at insulting the intelligence. It has absolutely no credibility
in terms of transparency. The fact that he is ex Nato, residing in
Belgium, in league with a judiciary which has genuine RSA previous,
namely head honcho Joris Demmink, is game over for me. In fact the
game won't begin. This is minus discussing evidence or lack thereof. It
has no legs to stand on and is as farcical as an episode of Eastenders.
They must hire better. Your emails with him are hilarious and very RG
like. Lots of obfuscation and the clinching emotional rant and defamation
threats. Pack of jokers, the lot of them. I must also commend your way
with words, truly a joy to observe. These are desperate measures for
desperate creatures. In truth, their nonsense only seems to disseminate
their viewers like a good filing cabinet. Not a case of do I believe the
crap, but can I feel the crap? Once the first domino falls, as mine did
yesterday, the rest naturally follow. No more 'Truth Movement' for me,
although I was never active, on hindsight a great move, it has consumed
a lot of mind and memory. Even the term 'Truth Movement' is
deliberately oxymoronic. My personal truth is, was and will be, without
the requirement to 'move.' The separation of the wheat and the tares
continues.
Lots and lots of love, thanks for the strength, may you and your family be
blessed from now to Kingdom come and will most certainly see you up
there!
Riaz Natha

Thank you Riaz. My daughter Mel read your reply and was really moved
at your last sentence; she said it's a very powerful message.
Would it be ok with you if I published our email exchange, as more
confirmation that Spiv is NOT our friend?
Cooper inadvertently led me to the Moylan Judgement so I'm trying to
update the site with that. It's just so hard getting the time cos my two
youngest are battling anorexia; Mel now has a suspected stomach ulcer
and J is relapsing and, barring a miracle, will end up back in hospital.
On top of all that one has to earn a crust ...
Daily I pray to HIM upstairs for the strength to carry on.
Sharon xx

Hi Sharon! I trust you're enjoying the weekend. I sincerely thank you and
Mel for your kind thoughts and it would indeed be an honour for you to
post our exchanges. I tend to feel I must be more practical in my
endeavours so of course, please go ahead. I know I harp on about the
guy, however Spivey and his writings are quite attractive to his
catchment. I personally surmise that he's currently at the forefront of
'researching' and 'exposing' the hierarchy in his own inimitable manner.
Much of his exposes are very thought provoking and superbly
articulated. My concern is not related to the element of truth but the
direction of false revolution in his demeanour and on the forum. Very
explicit at the worst of times and aligned with worryingly violent tomes. I
find this underhandedly threatening considering recent Ukrainian
upheavals under pretenses of righteousness. Agent provocateur he
most certainly is.
Regards the Moylan Judgement, I did a quick search and if I'm not
mistaken you refer to the hair analysis to prove abstinence from
intoxicants? Considering so, the knowledge may prove vitally beneficial
in similar occurrences to what you have endured. I'm certain the lot
upstairs wouldn't present the option as readily available. It'd be a great
assist in terms of information when you do update your site.
I'm touched by your family experiences and upon reading at times
verses like a movie script, please pardon the expression. You fight a
great battle and as a male I salute you. A lot of emotive issues
particularly related to your children and the effect the stress has
impacted on them. I understand Mel and J still suffer with anorexia. My
true passion is within alternative medicine particularly herbs and diet.
With regards to Mel and the ulcer which I assume is stomach related.
You're most likely aware that the excess hydrochloric acid in the
stomach due to the lack of food will deplete the lining. My
recommendation from a dietary viewpoint would be clarified butter/ghee,
a teaspoon or two with food. It adds taste and is a wonderfully soothing
buffer to the harsh acids and also adds crucial calorific value. Herbally,
she may take tea of licorice root, marshmallow root, slippery elm,
basically anything providing good mucilage. The difficulty with anorexia
would be ingestion in the first place, which is why I suggest clarified
butter/ghee. I pray that J receive the comfort he requires. He seems
such a sweet lad! You're family in general exudes a lot of togetherness
and strong bonds. My family could learn a lot from yours. They have
long forgotten family values and are content with material satisfaction.

The net result is a total disintegration of the family structure. I'm certain
Mel and J would agree though, the most effective remedy has been a
mother who has loved unconditionally throughout a most extraordinary
childhood, a mother who displays true grit against falsehood and
unrighteousness and a mother prepared to die protecting her children.
Your love undeniably provides their spirit comfort. They've been through
more in their lives than most experience in a lifetime. God bless them
and I continue to remember in thought and in prayer.
Please, please do not hesitate to email me whenever your journeys
bring you to London. I would love to be your host for an evening and it
would be wonderful to be in the presence of someone so admirable. Lots
and lots of love,
Riaz Natha

Hi Riaz,
I am absolutely speechless at your wonderful mail. Thank you. I am not
used to such honesty and praise.
Thank you also for your good dietary advise for Mel. I'm also a believer
of natural foods being our 'medicine' and [time permitting] I make green
veggie juice [but no-one likes it except me.]
I agree with you about Spiv. I used to have so much respect for him but
that all changed when I realised he doesn't tell the whole truth. If you're
not a full 'truther' you're more dangerous than the MSM. You have to
marvel at the very clever way the likes of him, Icke etc keep the masses
in 'half-truth' awareness. This buys the ruling elite time to carry out their
evil deeds against us. They want revolution as it enables their NWO
solution to the 'problem'. It is only a matter of time tho when the full
awakening occurs and with that justice and liberty. They know it too.
You and I must be getting under their skin as we're getting a mention on
the HGJ
blog http://holliegreigjustice.blogspot.co.uk/2014/02/waxonwaxoffexposed-as-shilljon.html When Melly saw the stuff they were saying
about me over christmas the first thing she said was that they're idiots
giving me publicity cos it's only going to lead people to the full truth.

Thank you for your kind invitation. As it happens I have booked a 5
night stay in a Forrest Hill apartment from Sunday May 25th for me and
the kids [not including Shelly] and maybe Andy's pal [a family friend]. I'm
not sure if J will be coming; he keeps blowing hot and cold. Anyway,
perhaps we could meet up sometime then?
I think the masons are peed off that you contacted me. Every now and
again they let me know that they're watching me cos they love to play
mind games in an effort to drive me nuts. They put a glove on my wall in
a position of the Satanic hand signal, they tampered with my bike [not
maliciously tho], they open my mail and now they're opening Melly's...
The latest 'game' came just after your last email. I deliver 'news'papers
[I'm actually a cleaning supervisor/self-employed cleaner but I don't get
enough hours doing that] anyway I was told to stop putting my 'Illuminati'
leaflets in the newspapers as some woman had complained cos they
were scaring her kids. F***ing liars! I asked the name/address of this
woman so that I could go round and confront her and ask her to show
me these non-existent leaflets. Not surprisingly her identity is unknown
...
Hugs,
Sharon.
I've now updated the site. Have been burning the midnight oil to get it
done!

